Background {#Sec1}
==========

It has become increasingly clear that the microbiome is critically important to human and ecosystem health \[[@CR1]\]. Microbiome studies frequently involve sequencing a taxonomic marker, such as the 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene or internal transcribed spacer (ITS), to identify the microorganisms that are present in a sample of interest. These sequences can then be classified into a taxonomic group, which facilitates comparing across studies and acquiring additional information about the microorganisms. Classification relies on a training set containing sequence representatives belonging to known microbial taxa. Since only a fraction of microbial taxa have been characterized, it is anticipated that a large number of microorganisms from many environments belong to taxonomic groups that are unrepresented in the training set \[[@CR2]--[@CR4]\]. Thus, the objective of taxonomic classification is to accurately assign query sequences to their respective group in the reference taxonomy, while avoiding the assignment of sequences belonging to novel groups that are absent from the training set.

A major challenge to classification is that there is no standard definition of what constitutes a taxonomic group (e.g., genus or species) of microorganisms. Although there are many exceptions, strains belonging to the same genus tend to have about 95% or greater similarity in 16S rRNA gene sequence. Therefore, a common classification approach is simply to label a sequence based on its nearest neighbor in a training set using a tool such as BLAST \[[@CR5]\]. Sequences are left unlabeled, or assigned to a higher rank (e.g., family), when they are not within a specified distance (e.g., 5%) of any reference sequence. Nearest neighbor methods are popular in part due to their simplicity and clearly defined basis for taxonomic assignment, but frequently fail where taxonomic groups do not conform to standard distance cutoffs \[[@CR6]\].

Phylogenetic-based approaches are similar to nearest neighbor methods but use a phylogenetic framework for determining neighbors. Unlike sequence identity, phylogenetics can account for variation in evolutionary rates across sites and other details of sequence evolution. Capitalizing on the fact that taxa in reference taxonomies are often delineated using a phylogenetic tree, a number of different phylogenetic-based methods have been proposed \[[@CR7]--[@CR9]\]. These methods use a variety of approaches for calculating their confidence in taxonomic assignments, that is, how to best determine whether a new leaf of the tree belongs to any of the taxonomic groups that surround it on the tree. As in the case of distance-based approaches, it is often unclear whether a new leaf of the tree represents a novel taxon or an extension of an existing group.

In principle, machine learning is highly amenable to "learning" variable definitions of what constitutes a taxonomic group across the tree of life. The most popular machine learning approach for taxonomic classification is the naïve Bayes method used by the RDP Classifier \[[@CR6]\], which has been implemented in popular microbiome software such as mothur and QIIME. The RDP Classifier is based on repeated random sampling (i.e., bootstrapping) of the k-mers belonging to a query sequence, and matching these k-mers to those from sequences in the training set \[[@CR10]\]. Rather than using a measure of sequence divergence, confidence is calculated as the fraction of bootstrap replicates that were assigned to a given label (e.g., genus). Variations on this method have been proposed that claim to give higher accuracy, for example SINTAX and SPINGO \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\].

Machine learning classifiers often fail in situations where the correct label lies outside the scope of the training data \[[@CR13]\]. For example, it has been demonstrated that the RDP Classifier has a relatively low misclassification rate on sequences that belong to groups in the training set \[[@CR10], [@CR14]\], but a much higher over classification rate on sequences belonging to novel groups that are unrepresented in the training set \[[@CR11]\]. Over classifications are particularly detrimental in microbiome studies because many microorganisms are not represented in reference taxonomies \[[@CR2], [@CR15]\]. Two main approaches are currently employed to reduce over classifications: use of environment-specific training sets that decrease the number of unrepresented taxonomic groups \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\] and setting prior probabilities that lower the likelihood of assignment to an unexpected taxonomic group \[[@CR17]\]. Both of these approaches require considerable prior knowledge about what microorganisms are expected in a sampled environment and, therefore, a more general solution to the problem of high over classification rates would be extremely useful.

Here, we introduce IDTAXA, a novel approach to taxonomic classification that shares features from phylogenetic, machine learning, and distance-based approaches. IDTAXA is able to lower over classification rates substantially across a variety of standard reference training sets. We compare IDTAXA to published classifiers that report a confidence for taxonomic assignment and scale well to large datasets. Impressively, IDTAXA achieves lower error rates than other methods while classifying the same fraction of classifiable sequences. Furthermore, we introduce novel algorithmic features that improve the practical utility of IDTAXA for classifying microbiome datasets, which may vary widely in the length and quality of their sequences. Finally, we show the implications of these attributes for the interpretation of human and environmental microbiome sequence data.

Implementation {#Sec2}
==============

As with many other classifiers, the IDTAXA algorithm is split into two discrete phases: learning from a training set with the LearnTaxa function and classifying new query sequences with the IdTaxa function. The learning process only needs to occur once for each training set, resulting in a trained classifier that can be repeatedly used to classify as many sequences as desired with the IdTaxa function. Both functions are part of the R \[[@CR18]\] package DECIPHER \[[@CR19]\], which is distributed under the GPLv3 license as part of Bioconductor \[[@CR20]\]. The LearnTaxa and IdTaxa functions are written in a combination of the C and R programming languages.

The learning phase of the IDTAXA algorithm {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------

The purpose of the LearnTaxa function is to identify putative problem sequences and problem groups in the training set and speedup the process of classifying new (query) sequences with the IdTaxa function. LearnTaxa takes a set of reference sequences and their respective taxonomic assignments (e.g., "Root; Bacteria; Proteobacteria; Gammaproteobacteria; Enterobacteriales; Enterobacteriacea; Escherichia") as input. Consistent with standard definitions, the reference taxonomy is defined by a semicolon separated list of taxonomic names beginning with "Root;", which collectively denote a multifurcating taxonomic tree. The root rank is defined as a catch-all for assigning sequences that do not fit into any lower taxonomic group, such as randomly generated sequences of A, C, G, and T. The reference taxonomy may contain as many rank levels as desired per group, for example the standard seven ranks (i.e., root, domain, phylum, class, order, family, and genus) or only a single rank level under the root rank. Optionally, rank level information (e.g., "genus" or "phylum") for each group can be provided in "taxid" table format, which has been popularized by the RDP Classifier \[[@CR6]\].

The LearnTaxa function decomposes each sequence into a set of overlapping, unique, and unambiguous (i.e., A, C, G, or T/U only) k-mers (i.e., subsequences of length *k*). By default, the value of *k* is chosen such that random k-mer matches between two sequences are expected roughly 1% of the time. For example, a training set containing full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences (\~ 1500 nucleotides) would use a value of *k* = 8. Next, LearnTaxa records the top 10% of k-mers that best distinguish among the subgroups at each rank level, which we term the "decision k-mers." For example, in the case of a 16S rRNA gene training set, at the root rank, it would record \~ 6500 k-mers that collectively indicate whether a sequence belongs to the Bacteria or Archaea. The criterion for determining the top decision k-mers at each rank level is based on the cross-entropy between a subgroup and its parent group \[[@CR21]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *p*~*ij*~ is the frequency of k-mer *i* relative to other k-mers in subgroup *j* and *q*~*i*~ is the frequency of k-mer *i* relative to other k-mers in its parent group. Therefore, the cross-entropy is maximized for k-mers that are frequent in their subgroup but rare in other subgroups, providing a set of k-mers that distinguish among subgroups optimally at each node of the taxonomic tree.

Finally, the LearnTaxa function attempts to reclassify each training sequence to its labeled taxonomic group using a method that we term "tree descent," which is analogous to a decision tree commonly employed in machine learning algorithms (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1). Beginning at the top (i.e., Root) of the taxonomic tree, LearnTaxa samples a *fraction* (by default 6%) of the decision k-mers at each node (taxon) on the tree and removes k-mers that are not found in the query sequence. The group with the highest remaining sum of *p*~*ij*~ is recorded, and this process is repeated for 100 random bootstrap replicates (i.e., samples with replacement) of the decision k-mers. If a subgroup is selected in at least 80 bootstrap replicates, then the sequence descends the tree to this subgroup's node, unless the subgroup is a terminal taxon. If the selected subgroup is incorrect for the reference sequence, or all subgroups are selected less than 80 (of 100) times, then the process terminates at the node.

During tree descent, the algorithm learns the optimal sampling *fraction* for each node on the taxonomic tree. If this *fraction* is too high (e.g., choosing all decision k-mers every bootstrap replicate), then the choice among subgroups is deterministic and prone to failure. If the *fraction* is too low (e.g., choosing one decision k-mer per bootstrap replicate), then the choice is too stochastic and does not adequately indicate which subgroup is most likely. Therefore, the *fraction* is initialized at a moderate value (by default 6%) at each node and is lowered when a reference sequence is assigned to an incorrect subgroup at a node. This process is repeated until (i) all sequences in the training set are correctly reclassified to their respective taxonomic group using tree descent, (ii) *fraction* decreases below a minimum value (by default 1%) at a specific node, or (iii) a maximum number of re-classification attempts (by default 10) are made for a sequence. Note that the value of *fraction* at a node is decreased with each failed attempt, which allows the classification at that node to improve in subsequent iterations.

Situation (ii) can occur when many reference sequences are assigned to the wrong subgroup at a specific node. Such taxonomic groups are recorded as putative "problem groups" and reported to the user. Situation (iii) can occur when the tree descent algorithm is confident that a reference sequence belongs in a certain subgroup, but this differs from its assigned taxonomy. The LearnTaxa function records these as putative "problem sequences" that are reported to the user. In practice, almost all reference sequences are correctly reclassified using tree descent, and the few reported problem sequences and problem groups correctly point to potential errors in the taxonomy (e.g., mislabeled sequences, groups placed into an incorrect subtree, or taxonomic groups that are not monophyletic). Ultimately, the tree descent process both serves the purpose of identifying errors in the taxonomy and speeding up the classification of query sequences with the IdTaxa function, as described next.

The classification phase of the IDTAXA algorithm {#Sec4}
------------------------------------------------

The purpose of the IdTaxa function is to classify new (query) sequences as accurately and efficiently as possible. IdTaxa takes as input the object returned by the LearnTaxa function and a set of query sequences to classify. It returns a classification for each sequence in the form of a taxonomic assignment with associated confidences for each rank level (e.g., "Root \[99%\]; Bacteria \[98%\]; Proteobacteria \[93%\]; Gammaproteobacteria \[89%\]; Enterobacteriales \[82%\]; Enterobacteriaceae \[80%\]; Escherichia \[32%\]"). The classification is left unassigned below a user-specified confidence, by default 60%. For example, the above classification would end at "unclassified Enterobacteriaceae" because the genus level classification (*Escherichia*) falls below the default threshold of 60%. In this case, we could be reasonably confident that the microorganism belongs to the Enterobacteriaceae family, but we do not know the genus to which it belongs.

The IdTaxa function begins by splitting the query sequences into overlapping, unique, and unambiguous k-mers. Next, the tree descent process is commenced using the same strategy described for LearnTaxa, but requiring 98 (rather than 80) of 100 bootstrap replicates to continue descending the tree. The set of candidate taxa are determined according to the node where tree descent terminated, and the subset of reference sequences that are assigned to this taxon are used in subsequent stages (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1). In this way, IdTaxa only needs to consider classifying to a portion of the taxonomic tree, greatly accelerating the classification process for many query sequences.

The IdTaxa function now switches to subsampling k-mers of the query sequence rather than the decision k-mers. By default, IdTaxa samples *S* = *l*^0.47^ k-mers in each bootstrap replicate, where *l* is the length of the query sequence. If at most *S* unique k-mers exist in the sequence, then it is automatically assigned to unclassified Root at 0% confidence. We employ a text mining approach to weigh k-mer matches based on their inverse document frequency (IDF) \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\]. A k-mer's *weight* is defined by the equation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *n* is the number of different taxa in the training set and *f*~*i*~ is the sum of the frequency of k-mer *i* across taxa. In this manner, the *weight* of very frequent k-mers approaches zero and the *weight* of very infrequent k-mers approaches log(*n*). The use of different weights for each k-mer is analogous to how different sites (i.e., columns) of an alignment can provide a variable amount of information when constructing a phylogenetic tree.

Unlike other algorithms, IDTAXA only selects a single representative sequence from each group in the training set to use for bootstrapping. This representative is chosen to be the sequence with the greatest total weight of k-mers from each terminal taxon. Selecting one sequence per group helps to correct for imbalance in the training set, where some groups have far more representatives than many other groups. For each bootstrap replicate, a sum of weights is calculated for the sampled k-mers that are found in each representative sequence, and the group with the highest total weight is selected as the "hit." If multiple groups are tied for the maximum weight, as is the case when classifying a conserved sequence shared across several groups, then a random *hit* is selected.

The IdTaxa function then computes a confidence from the total weight of each group across bootstrap replicates. Unlike other classification methods that assign a confidence based on the number of bootstrap *hits*, the confidence reported by IdTaxa is also based on the *weight* of those *hits*. This modification makes the reported confidence better reflect the similarity between the query and its top *hit* in the training set. The formula used to calculate confidence is:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *h*~*ij*~ is the summed *weight* of all k-mers found in group *j* in bootstrap replicate *i*, *d*~*i*~ is the maximum possible summed *weight* in bootstrap replicate *i*, and *d*~*avg*~ is the average of *d*~*i*~ across all bootstrap replicates (*B*, by default 100). In other words, confidence is the fraction of the total possible *weight* assigned to a given group, which incorporates both the number of bootstrap replicates where it was the *hit* and how well it matched (i.e., its k-mer distance). In this way, it is possible for a group to be the *hit* in all bootstrap replicates but still have a low confidence. Finally, the highest confidence basal group (e.g., genus) is selected, and confidences are recursively summed to higher rank levels up the tree.

Programs used for benchmark comparisons {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------

The IDTAXA algorithm is implemented in the R \[[@CR18]\] package DECIPHER \[[@CR19]\] version 2.6.0. We focused on benchmarking against the RDP Classifier (v2.12) because it is widely used and has repeatedly been demonstrated to be one of the best classification methods \[[@CR6]\]. We also compared against more recent programs that have been shown to outperform the RDP Classifier: MAPSeq (v1.2.2) \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\], QIIME 2 q2-feature-classifier (v2018.6.0) \[[@CR17]\], SPINGO (v1.3) \[[@CR12]\], and SINTAX (v9.2.64) \[[@CR11]\]. We omitted other classification programs because they generated errors during benchmarking, were too slow to run leave-one-out cross-validation, or were unpublished. As a representative of nearest neighbor methods, we included local and global percent identity as determined from the top BLAST (v2.6.0) \[[@CR26]\] hit with the excluded sequence as the query and the remaining training set as the subject.

In some cases, we report classification results at a program-specific confidence: BLAST (95% identity), QIIME (70% confidence), IDTAXA (60% confidence), MAPSeq (50% confidence), and SINTAX, SPINGO, and the RDP Classifier (80% confidence). These thresholds were selected because they are the programs' default/recommendation or are commonly used for full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences. We selected a default value of 60% (very high confidence) for IDTAXA because it provided a conservative classification with relatively minimal MC and OC error rates. Less conservative thresholds, such as 50% (high confidence) or 40% (moderate confidence), could be specified if a user would prefer to have more sequences classified at the expense of higher error rates. Note that BLAST, QIIME, and SPINGO only provide a single confidence value, so this confidence was propagated to every rank level. For example, we considered a sequence with 90% confidence at the genus level to have 90% confidence at every level up to, and including, the root rank.

Training sets used for classification benchmarking {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------------

Three reference datasets were used to evaluate the performance of different classifiers with leave-one-out cross-validation (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2). The most popular of these is the 16S training set (version 16) provided by the Ribosomal Database Project (RDP), consisting of 2472 genera \[[@CR6]\]. The RDP training set is highly imbalanced, with 1119 (45%) singleton genera having only one sequence representative and, at the other extreme, a single genus (*Streptomyces*) having 594 sequences. We also extracted the V4 region (*Escherichia coli* positions 534--786) of the 16S rRNA gene from these sequences to create a test set that reflected the shorter lengths of reads obtained from current sequencing technologies. As an alternative to the RDP training set, we used the contax.trim (Contax) training set, which contains 38,781 full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences \[[@CR27]\]. The Contax training set consist of 1774 genera that have a consensus taxonomy shared across multiple sequence repositories, of which only 156 are singleton genera.

To investigate the broader applicability of each classifier to other types of sequences, we compared performance on the Warcup (version 2) Fungal ITS training set \[[@CR28]\]. The internal transcribed spacer (ITS) is the region between the small and large subunits of the ribosomal RNA operon. The Warcup dataset was constructed by clustering sequences at high similarity (\> 97% identity), manually correcting inconsistencies in labeling, and then reclassifying the training sequences with the RDP Classifier using the training sequences themselves as the training set. It contains 17,878 sequences assigned to 8551 species, of which 2262 are singleton species. Note that both the 16S training set and Warcup use a taxonomy with a varying number of rank levels. A standardized taxonomy was used as input for MAPSeq and SINTAX since both classifiers require a fixed set of rank levels.

Determining accuracy with leave-one-out cross-validation {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------------------------

To compare classifiers, leave-one-out cross-validation was performed by removing one sequence at a time, retraining the classifier with the remainder of the training set, and reclassifying the excluded sequence. For each excluded sequence, we recorded its predicted taxonomic classification and confidence at each rank level. This presents two possible types of error depending on whether the excluded sequence was the only representative of its group in the training set (i.e., a singleton) or other sequence representatives from this group remained in the training set. Misclassification errors occur when a sequence is incorrectly reclassified at a confidence ≥ threshold, and the correct group was present in the training set even after leaving out the sequence. Over classification errors occur when a sequence is assigned to any group at a confidence ≥ threshold, and the correct group did not exist in the training set after leaving out the sequence (i.e., a singleton).

Importantly, confidences cannot be directly compared across programs because a given confidence (e.g., 90%) may not have equivalent meaning. Therefore, we recorded the fraction of classifiable sequences that are classified, also known as 1---the under-classification rate \[[@CR29]\], at each confidence level and compared misclassification (MC) and over classification (OC) error rates at the same fraction of classifiable sequences classified. Classifiable sequences are defined as those whose group remains even after exclusion from the training set, that is, those that have the potential to cause an MC error. Therefore, the fraction of classifiable sequences classified is the fraction of non-singleton sequences in the training set that were classified above a given confidence threshold during leave-one-out cross-validation. To have greater accuracy, a program must have lower MC and/or OC error rates while classifying the same fraction of classifiable sequences. Notably, this result is independent of the relative scaling of confidence values across programs, and any monotonic transformation (e.g., square root) of reported confidences would yield the same result. Furthermore, we weighed the sequences from each basal taxon (e.g., genus) equally when calculating the MC error rate to prevent extremely over-represented groups (e.g., *Streptomyces* in the RDP training set) from dominating the error rate during leave-one-out cross-validation.

Note that we report the fraction of classifiable sequences classified rather than the fraction of total sequences classified. This is preferable because it prevents us from penalizing when classifiers leave unclassifiable sequences unclassified. For example, consider the case where the OC error rate is lowered but the MC error rate is held constant. This would result in fewer total sequences classified at a given confidence, which would make a classifier appear both better (i.e., lower OC error rate) and worse (i.e., fewer total sequences classified) in different respects. However, the fraction of classifiable sequences classified would remain unchanged when the MC error rate is held constant, and decreasing the OC error rate would rightly appear as an improvement. This adequately reflects the goal of classification, which is to correctly assign as many sequences as possible while withhold assignment of sequences belonging to groups that are unrepresented in the training set.

Results {#Sec8}
=======

The IDTAXA algorithm exhibits lower over classification error rates {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

We focused on the basal taxonomic rank (e.g., genus or species) in each training set for benchmarking classification accuracy because the basal rank is the most difficult to predict. Setting the confidence threshold to zero provides a classification for all sequences, which results in an over classification (OC) error rate of 100% and a maximal misclassification (MC) error rate. At the other end of the spectrum, setting the confidence threshold to 100% minimizes error rates but classifies the smallest fraction of sequences. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the MC and OC error rates for different classifiers on the popular RDP training set for 16S rRNA gene sequences. Better classifiers yield lower error rates while classifying the same fraction of classifiable sequences, resulting in curves that are further toward the bottom-right corner of the plot.Fig. 1The IDTAXA algorithm exhibits relatively low OC error rates. Plots showing error rates versus the fraction of classifiable sequences classified as confidence is varied from 100% (left) to 0% (right). A better classifier will exhibit lower error rates during leave-one-out cross-validation while classifying the same fraction of classifiable sequences, shifting its curves downward. Misclassification (MC) error rates (dashed lines) are much lower than over classification (OC) error rates (solid lines) on three different training sets: the RDP training set of full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences (**a**), the Contax training set (**b**), and the Warcup ITS training set (**c**). The IDTAXA algorithm consistently displays the lowest OC error rates across different training sets. MC and OC error rates are higher when testing the shorter V4 region (\~ 251 nucleotides) of the RDP training set (**d**). Points indicate error rates at default/recommended confidence thresholds: ≥ 95% sequence identity for BLAST, ≥ 70% confidence for QIIME, ≥ 60% confidence for IDTAXA, ≥ 50% confidence for MAPSeq, and ≥ 80% confidence for all others

It is apparent from Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} that IDTAXA has a substantially lower OC error rate than the other classifiers across the entire range of confidence thresholds on the RDP training set. The nearest neighbor (BLAST) approach provides lower OC error rates than the other methods but higher MC error rates. The QIIME and SPINGO algorithms yielded lower MC error rates than the RDP Classifier, but similar OC error rates. The SINTAX algorithm is nearly identical to the RDP Classifier in MC error rate, but has slightly lower OC error rates. SINTAX is described as having a substantially lower error rate than the RDP Classifier \[[@CR11]\], but this appears to be due primarily to SINTAX classifying a lower fraction of classifiable sequences at the same confidence threshold as the RDP Classifier (i.e., 80%). Notably, we observe the same pattern for all rank levels, although error rates decrease at higher ranks as expected (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3).

To determine whether IDTAXA's improved performance was independent of the training data, we compared our results across multiple training sets. Benchmarking on the Contax training set generally resulted in lower error rates (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that this training set may harbor fewer labeling errors than the RDP training set. The classifiers' performance ranking was similar with the exception of BLAST, which performed far more poorly on Contax than the RDP training set. Next, we compared the classifiers on the Warcup (ITS) training set, which yielded a similar result to the RDP training set (Fig. [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The biggest difference from the RDP training set was for the RDP Classifier, which had much higher MC error rates. Notably, BLAST's curve for OC error rate appears to have a kink, which may be related to the fact that the Warcup training set was partly constructed using BLAST \[[@CR28]\]. Taken together, these results confirmed the high accuracy of the IDTAXA algorithm for taxonomic classification across multiple training sets.

Leave-one-out cross-validation has been criticized because sequences may remain in the training set that are closely related to the query sequence. Recently, cross-validation by identity has been proposed as a viable alternative, whereby the entire training set and test set do not contain any sequences within a specified percent similarity \[[@CR29]\]. We used the TAXXI benchmark to test whether IDTAXA offers superior accuracy to other classifiers at its lowest rank level (species) and a corresponding similarity cutoff (≤ 97%) that would ensure all closely related sequences were absent from the training set. On both the BLAST 16S and Warcup ITS benchmarks, IDTAXA outperformed all other classifiers, with lower MC and OC error rates across all under-classification rates (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4). Therefore, the independent TAXXI benchmark confirmed IDTAXA's superior ability to accurately classify microbiome sequences.

We wished to better understand why the IDTAXA algorithm outperforms other classification algorithms. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows that, for singleton sequences, IDTAXA assigns confidences that are better correlated with the distance between the sequence and the nearest sequence in its assigned group. In particular, all other approaches assigned some query sequences high confidence even though they are greater than 10% distant from the assigned sequence. Since IDTAXA combines both k-mer distance and bootstrapping into its confidence measure, it is able to avoid assigning a high confidence to sequences even if they repeatedly are selected as the top *hit* during bootstrapping. Moreover, unlike other algorithms, IDTAXA down-weights conserved k-mers that provide minimal power to resolve taxonomic groups.Fig. 2Variability in sequence similarity at the same confidence level. During leave-one-out cross-validation with the RDP training set, for each singleton sequence, we computed the distance to the nearest sequence in the group to which it was assigned. The IDTAXA algorithm only assigned a high confidence to sequences that had a low distance to the query sequence being classified. In contrast, all other k-mer approaches assigned high confidences even when all of the sequences in the group were distant to the query sequence. The curves indicate the cubic spline that best fits the data

IDTAXA maintains low error rates across varying input sequence lengths {#Sec10}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Having confirmed that the IDTAXA algorithm is accurate on a training set of mostly full-length sequences, we sought to understand performance on shorter sequences that are common in microbiome sequence datasets. We noted that the degree of stochasticity introduced during bootstrapping is based on the relative number of samples (*S*) drawn from the total set of *l* k-mers belonging to a sequence. The RDP Classifier draws one eighth of the k-mers (*S* = *l*/8) in a sequence for each bootstrap replicate, whereas the SINTAX algorithm always draws 32 k-mers independently of query sequence length (*S* = 32). Rather than arbitrarily choosing a function *S*(*l*) for drawing k-mers during bootstrapping, we examined this function using subsequences of a simulated training set of 1000 sequences with 90,000 nucleotides each \[[@CR30]\]. Full-length sequences were clustered at ≥ 95% similarity, resulting in 607 groups.

Using this taxonomy as the training set, we calculated OC error rates for varying bootstrap sample sizes (*S*) as a function of subsequence length (*l* = 32 to 8192). When the OC error rate is held constant, we observe that *S*(*l*) follows an apparent power-law scaling with *S*(*l*) = *l*^*x*^, where *x* is a positive constant greater than zero and less than 1 (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S5). We chose the fixed point of 10% OC error rate at 1600 nucleotides to define *x* as 0.47. While other values of *x* could be chosen, 0.47 was selected because it results in sampling most of the k-mers belonging to sequences of typical length (250--2000 nucleotides) across at least one of the 100 bootstrap replicates. Notably, *x* has negligible bearing over the MC and OC error curves in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, although it does change where the confidence threshold (e.g., 60%) is situated on the curve.

Even though the OC error rate is largely independent of query sequence length, the MC error rate decreases for longer sequences (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S6). Similarly, the fraction of classifiable sequences that are classified continues to improve with longer sequences. Thus, it is preferable to use the longest sequences possible for classification even though the OC error rate will probably not change significantly. While we expect this behavior to stay consistent across sequence types (e.g., 16S or ITS), the actual error rates are dependent on the training set and cannot be inferred from the simulated sequences. Therefore, we did not compare the performance of the IDTAXA algorithm to any other classifiers using the simulated training set. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the IdTaxa function allows users to specify other forms of *S*(*l*) as desired (e.g., *S*(*l*) = 32 or *S*(*l*) = *l*/8).

We wished to know how the input sequence length affected the accuracy of different algorithms on a real training set. To benchmark shorter length sequences, we performed leave-one-out cross-validation on the RDP training set while testing a \~ 251 bp subsequence corresponding to the V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene extracted from the full-length RDP training set. This variable region is frequently selected for sequencing and, thus, represents a common test case for classifying short sequences. As expected, the accuracy of all algorithms diminished for shorter sequences, although the IDTAXA algorithm continued to display lower OC error rates than other programs (Fig. [1d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, the OC error rate remained approximately the same on full-length and shorter test sequences for IDTAXA, even though the fraction of sequences classified decreased for the same confidence threshold (60%). In contrast, OC error rates changed considerably for all other programs at their respective default thresholds (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This provides a practical advantage for IDTAXA users because a single threshold can be used for input sequences of different lengths with the reassurance that the primary mode of classification error (OC errors) will not increase dramatically for some sequences over others. In comparison, the RDP Classifier documentation suggests adjusting the confidence threshold to 50% for sequences shorter than 250 bp \[[@CR31]\].

Performance on random and repeat sequences {#Sec11}
------------------------------------------

It has been anecdotally reported that some programs return high confidence classifications for randomly generated sequences and sequences composed solely of repeats (e.g., ACACAC\...). To investigate this phenomenon, we generated 1000 random sequences with a 25% probability of each nucleotide and 1000 sequences with repeat periodicity varying from 1 (e.g., AAA\...) to 7. All sequences were of length 1000 to reflect typical sequence lengths used for classification. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows that the RDP Classifier and SINTAX often assign high confidence to random sequences at the domain level when using the RDP training set. In contrast, all other classifiers, including IDTAXA, assign relatively low confidence to random sequences. Furthermore, the RDP Classifier and SINTAX often assign high (80--100%) confidence at the genus level to repeat sequences. This is because a small number of sequences in the training data sometimes contain one or more of the unique k-mers that comprise a repeat sequence. This results in a single taxonomic group appearing as the top *hit* in nearly every bootstrap replicate. IDTAXA effectively avoids this problem by assigning 0% confidence to sequences having at most *S*(*l*) unique k-mers, for which bootstrapping (i.e., sampling with replacement) would result in a high number of repeated k-mers per bootstrap replicate.Fig. 3Confidences assigned to random and repeat sequences. Using the RDP training set, the RDP Classifier and SINTAX assigned high confidences at the domain level (i.e., Bacteria or Archaea) to 1000 query sequences composed of 1000 random nucleotides. Similarly, both the RDP Classifier and SINTAX assigned high confidence at the genus level to 1000 sequences composed of repeats with periodicity varying from 1 (e.g., AAA\...) to 7. In contrast, the IDTAXA, MAPSeq, and SPINGO algorithms assigned low confidences to random and repeat sequences at all taxonomic levels

Mock community sequences recapitulate the benchmarking results {#Sec12}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Having demonstrated the merits of the IDTAXA algorithm through leave-one-out cross-validation, we compared the ability of classification programs to detect the organisms present in a mock microbial community. We focused on a mock microbiome (Microbial Community C) provided by the Human Microbiome Project \[[@CR32]\] that had previously been Illumina sequenced (accession SRR3225706) as part of a different study \[[@CR33]\]. This mock community is composed of strains belonging to 20 different bacterial genera, all of which are represented in the RDP training set. The dataset set contains 14,072 sequences (median length 374 nucleotides) amplified with V4-V5 primers after extraction with the QIAamp kit.

Results of classifying with each of the different classification programs are summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. All classifiers assigned between 93 and 98% of sequences to the genus rank at their default/recommended confidence thresholds. The BLAST and SPINGO algorithm both identified 17 of the 20 expected genera, QIIME identified 16, the RDP Classifier and MAPSeq identified 15, and both SINTAX and IDTAXA identified 14. However, BLAST also identified 24 unexpected genera that were not present in the sample, the RDP Classifier identified 7, MAPSeq and QIIME identified 6, and SPINGO and SINTAX identified 3. IDTAXA only identified 2 unexpected genera, *Prevotella* and *Aquabacterium*, both of which were also present in almost all other programs' classifications. It also identified one unexpected family, *Comamonadaceae*, that includes the genus *Aquabacterium*. Interestingly, the sequences corresponding to these unexpected groups were distant from any of the known 16S rRNA gene sequences included in the mock microbiome sample, suggesting that they were likely artifacts of contamination \[[@CR34], [@CR35]\].Table 1Number of taxonomic groups identified by each classifier among Illumina 16S rRNA gene sequences (SRR3225706) from a mock microbiome sample \[[@CR33]\]. Counts are provided with and without including any sequences in the RDP training set that are labeled as belonging to the 20 expected generaClassified to genus level^α^ (%)Groups present in the mock communityAbsent from mock community^β^RootDomainPhylumClassOrderFamilyGenusOrderFamilyGenusUsing the RDP training setBLAST97.9100000170024IDTAXA94.210112514012MAPSeq96.510000415026QIIME95.410000016007RDP Classifier93.311236815026SINTAX94.211143314103SPINGO96.510000017003With expected genera excluded from training dataBLAST17.310000000065IDTAXA0.011112340022MAPSeq24.6100251101820QIIME13.510000000016RDP Classifier3.8311236900312SINTAX8.761117560119SPINGO26.710000000015^α^Percent of total sequences from the mock community that were classified to the genus rank^β^Other rank levels (root, domain, phylum, and class) all had counts of zero

Since all of the expected genera were already present in the RDP training set, the above approach could only confirm the relatively high MC error rates of some classifiers. To investigate OC error rates, we removed the sequences corresponding to the 20 expected genera from the RDP training set and reclassified the mock community sequences. The results (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) further confirmed that all programs other than IDTAXA suffer from considerable over classifications when the correct group is not present in the training data. IDTAXA only added a single unexpected family, *Planococcaceae*, while all other classification programs substantially increased their number of over classifications at the genus rank to between 9 and 65. Impressively, without the expected groups present in the training set, IDTAXA only classified 0.01% of sequences to the genus rank, in sharp contrast to the 3.8--26.7% of sequences classified to the genus rank by the other classification programs. Taken together, these results demonstrate that IDTAXA's comparably low MC and OC error rates on benchmarks also extend to mock community microbiome sequences.

IDTAXA's classifications change the interpretation of microbiome data {#Sec13}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

We next sought to determine whether IDTAXA's improved accuracy had a substantial effect on the interpretation of human and environmental microbiome samples. We decided to focus on comparing to the RDP Classifier because it is currently the most popular classification approach. To this end, we selected full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences collected from the human gut of an adult male and a compilation of different sediment samples with high bacterial and archaeal diversity \[[@CR2]\]. The number of reads assigned to each group in the RDP training set was compared at the default confidence threshold recommended for IDTAXA (60%) and the RDP Classifier (80%). Since the RDP Classifier is more permissive than IDTAXA, we repeated the analysis using a maximal (100%) confidence threshold with the RDP Classifier.

Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the four major conclusions of this comparison on human and environmental microbiome data. First, both the RDP Classifier and IDTAXA agree on the presence of many groups, and often assign a similar number of reads to the same groups. Second, the IDTAXA algorithm tends to leave sequences unclassified at the root rank rather than classifying them to either Bacteria or Archaea, as seems to be the preference of the RDP Classifier. Third, there are an extremely high number of groups assigned by the RDP Classifier that the IDTAXA algorithm does not indicate are present. Even with a 100% confidence threshold, the RDP Classifier assigned sequences to 12 genera in the human gut and 138 genera in the sediment sequences that IDTAXA did not find present. In sharp contrast, IDTAXA classified zero genera in human gut sequences and only 22 genera in sediment sequences that the RDP Classifier did not identify. Forth, IDTAXA assigned fewer sequences to low rank levels (e.g., genus) than the RDP Classifier, as we had observed with the mock community analysis. IDTAXA classified 5.3% of sequences from sediment to the genus level and 19.9% of sequences from the human gut. In contrast, RDP classified 17.7% (≥ 80% confidence) and 9.5% (100% confidence) of the sediment sequences, as well as 22.5% and 20.0% of the human gut sequences, respectively.Fig. 4Comparison of classifications using human and environmental microbiome data. The number of sequences assigned to each taxonomic group in the RDP training set is shown for full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences originating from two different environments \[[@CR2]\]. The RDP Classifier was far more permissive at its default (≥ 80%) confidence than IDTAXA at its default (≥ 60%) confidence. Even at a 100% confidence threshold, the RDP Classifier assigned sequences to many more groups than the IDTAXA algorithm, possibly because of its substantially higher OC error rate. Note that some points may be overlapping, particularly at low numbers of assigned sequences

Since these classifications were performed on human and environmental microbiome samples, we do not know the true community of microorganisms that were present. However, based on the aforementioned analyses, it is likely that most of the taxonomic groups that are unique to the RDP Classifier are false positive classifications caused by the lack of the correct taxonomic group in the training data. We also noted that many of these unique groups had relatively high abundance. By comparison, groups that were uniquely assigned by IDTAXA tended to have relatively low read counts (Fig. 4). High abundance over classifications could easily lead to incorrectly interpreting the known diversity in microbiome studies, as well as leading to incorrect conclusions about the groups that are part of a microbiome. Furthermore, based on the mock community analysis, it is likely that the RDP Classifier is classifying sequences to lower rank levels (e.g., genus) than feasible, resulting in incorrect classifications.

IDTAXA exhibits sub-linear scalability with reference training set size {#Sec14}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

As with other classifiers \[[@CR17]\], DECIPHER scales linearly in time with the number of unique query sequences because input sequences are processed independently. To evaluate performance, we measured runtimes on the largest training set (Contax) with increasing numbers (*N*) of reference sequences (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S6) while maintaining the number of query sequences at 1000. SINTAX was generally the fastest method tested, except at the highest number of training sequence (*N* = 35,000) where RDP was the fastest. BLAST was the slowest method, requiring seconds to process each query sequence, and making it impractical to use on large sequence sets. IDTAXA was about 10-fold slower than SINTAX, requiring 0.05 to 0.3 s per query sequence depending on the size of the reference training set (*N*). This was expected given that IDTAXA needs to perform more computations than many other k-mer matching algorithms and there is a trade-off between speed and accuracy. Notably, we parallelized the step of the IDTAXA algorithm that requires comparison to reference sequences, allowing IDTAXA to achieve approximately fourfold speedup when using eight processors.

To evaluate scalability, we fit a power-law function (*T*\~*aN*^*b*^) to the measured runtimes for each classifier (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S7). Runtimes scaled roughly linearly for SINTAX (*T∝N*^1.05^) and greater than linearly for MAPSEQ (*T∝N*^1.61^). IDTAXA displayed sub-linear scalability when using one (*T∝N*^0.87^) or eight (*T∝N*^0.67^) processors, which is the result of speedups achieved during the tree descent phase of the algorithm that exploit hierarchical structure in the reference taxonomy. IDTAXA's scalability was similar to that of SPINGO (*T∝N*^0.89^) and BLAST (*T∝N*^0.72^). The RDP Classifier (*T∝N*^0.13^) and QIIME (*T∝N*^0.09^) had the best scalability. In terms of maximum memory usage (*M*), IDTAXA exhibited sub-linear scalability (*M∝N*^0.5^), requiring a maximum of about 1.5 GB on the largest reference set tested (*N* = 35,000). IDTAXA's primary usage of memory space is for storing decision k-mers used during the tree descent phase of the algorithm. The number of decision k-mers is proportional to the number of reference groups, which tends to scale sub-linearly with the number of reference sequences.

Discussion {#Sec15}
==========

Throughout this work, we made the assumption that the taxonomic assignments of training sequences were unequivocally correct. Yet, as demonstrated by the discrepancy in accuracy between the Contax and RDP training sets, it is highly likely that taxonomies contain errors. As further proof, we observed that MC errors were often much more similar to the group they were assigned than they were to the nearest sequence in their "correct" group (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). However, we cannot rule out the fact that the distance between 16S rRNA gene sequences is only a proxy for taxonomic relatedness, and that taxonomic assignments are often based on many factors, such as the core genome, that may disagree with the 16S rRNA gene phylogeny. Furthermore, full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences do not always offer sufficient resolution to distinguish between taxonomic groups, as has repeatedly been shown to be the case for species-level taxonomic assignments \[[@CR36]--[@CR40]\].Fig. 5Some misclassifications may be due to labeling errors. Many misclassifications (≥ 0% confidence) on the full-length RDP training set are to groups containing a sequence that has greater sequence identity than any sequence in the correct group. Extreme cases to the left of the vertical line are potentially due to labeling errors in the RDP training set

These discrepancies raise the important question of which training set is best for classification. Training sets differ considerably in their number of sequences, scope, degree of imbalance, and accuracy of labels. IDTAXA provides a means of differentiating among training sets because it flags putative problem sequences and problem groups during its learning phase. We have noted that the RDP training set, which is one of the most popular, has many putative labeling errors according to LearnTaxa, whereas the Contax training set has fewer errors but narrower scope. We favor the GTDB \[[@CR41]\], which is a relatively new training set based on a standardized taxonomy and has relatively few putative errors flagged by LearnTaxa. Since the GTDB taxonomy is based on genomes, its scope is likely to continue to expand in the future.

Conclusions {#Sec16}
===========

Here, we have shown that IDTAXA substantially reduces false positive classifications of test sequences falling outside the scope of a training set. Over classifications are particularly problematic in microbiome research as only a fraction of existing microbial diversity is represented in even the largest training sets such as the SILVA database \[[@CR2]\]. IDTAXA mitigates OC errors by taking a hybrid approach that combines features of phylogenetic, distance-based, and machine learning classification methods. This helps to circumvent the main weakness of purely machine learning approaches, which is that they are poor at identifying when test data belongs to a novel label. The hybrid approach employed here may be applicable to other classification problems in biology where the training dataset is incomplete.

The IDTAXA algorithm has been implemented in the DECIPHER package for the R programming language and is available from Bioconductor. The documentation describes how to train the classifier on a new training set, which can be composed of any type of sequence (e.g., 16S, ITS, or other). A variety of pre-trained training sets are available from the website [http://DECIPHER.codes/](http://decipher.codes/). We have also made available a webserver that will classify sequences using any of these training sets. The code and webserver are both able to generate plots (e.g., Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) that allow users to visualize their sequences' classifications, and the classifications are exportable to standard tabular formats so that users can integrate the results into their own bioinformatics pipeline.Fig. 6Result of classifying sequences with the IdTaxa function. The outputs of the IdTaxa function can be plotted with the DECIPHER package for the R programming language or exported for integration into a separate bioinformatics pipeline. The pie chart shows the distribution of IDTAXA classifications for 268,930 full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences from a human gut sample \[[@CR2]\]

Availability and requirements {#Sec17}
=============================

Project name: DECIPHER

Project home page: [http://DECIPHER.codes](http://decipher.codes)

Operating system(s): Platform independent
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License: GNU GPL

Any restrictions to use by non-academics: None
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